Abstract -In modeling wireless channels, slow and fast fades are generally decoupled. We show that the difference between true capacity and that obtained assuming independence of fast and slow channel fades is 0 (elog(e)log (-elog(E))), where e is the ratio between the average duration of fast and slow fades.
block-diagonal with M blocks and the ith block (which is also a stochastic matrix) is denoted by A,. We call the set of fading states associated with the ith block a macro state and denote it by S,. We assume the RCSI is the current micro state of the channel whereas the SCSI is the current macro state. Let d*) be the stationary probability vector associated with A,, i.e., x("A, = d').
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University of Illinois e-mail: rsrikantauiuc . edu Define an M x M matrix P as follows: the (i,j) entry of P is given by P,, = x;)Bk1, a # j, and P,, = 1 -E,+, P,,. Note that P is also a stochastic matrix and let p be its stationary probability vector, i.e., p = p P . We can interpret P as being the long-term transition probabilities among macro-states and p , as approximating the long-term probability of being in S,, i.e.,
where p , ( e ) is the actual probability of being in micro-state i. Let T ( n ) denote the random variable corresponding to the micro-state at time n and define S ( n ) to be random variable corresponding to the macro-state at time Given R < C and 6 > 0 , we can find an e*(R) and n(6) such that for all e < e * , there exists a (n/e,2"Ri') code whose maximal probability of error is less than 6. (Note that e* is independent of 6.) 1 Define Ctrue(e) = lim -max I ( X " ; { Y " , T " } ) , where p(xkls") = p ( x k l s k ) , for all k 5 n. Then, Suppose for some R > 0 , we have the fotlowing property: for every 6 > 0 , we can find E * ( R ) and n ( 6 ) such that for all E < e * , there exists a ( n / e , 2"Ri') code whose maximal probability of error is less than 6. Then, R < C. Ctrue(E) = c + 0 (elog(€)log(-elog(e))).
